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5:00

CPO Meeting

4/5
5:00

Hello Carmelo Families,
The Pre-registration packets with only a few mandatory paper forms for
the 2017/18 school year were distributed in March. They are due back to us
April 21st. After they are returned, you will receive an email with a link to
InfoSnap in early May.
Open House is Wednesday, April 5th from 6:00-7:00. This is immediately
following the April CPO meeting from 5:00-6:00 in room 10. At this CPO
meeting, in addition to their normal fun filled activities, they will nominate
officers for next year. Please plan on joining in this important aspect of your
children’s school experience. As always, dinner and childcare will be provided.
Please see their article in this newsletter for details about the upcoming raffle!
Immediately following the CPO meeting is our Open House. We
encourage all families to attend with their children. You can visit your child’s
current classroom to see your child’s work, and visit next year’s classes. You
will have time to ask teachers questions and meet other families.
This month the teachers are writing about the visual and performing
arts here at Carmelo. The arts support preschool children's learning and
development in varied and meaningful ways. Preschool children are keenly
interested in visual art, music, drama, and dance. We will be enjoying the
Carmel High School dancers for a second time this year on April 26th.
The California Department of Education Preschool Foundations for the
visual and performing arts describe the arts knowledge, skills, and behaviors
that preschool children typically develop in a high quality preschool
environment. Learning in one art form often connects to learning in the other
art forms and developmental domains. This learning promotes learning and
development in many other areas.
Enjoy the teacher’s insights and photos of your beautiful children in this
newsletter.
Thank you for sharing your children with us all.
Sincerely,
Laura Dunn
Program Director

Carmelo Open
House

4/5
6:007:00

Carmelo Site
CLOSED for
spring break
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4/14

Co-Op
Bunnyland
Fundraiser

4/15
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12:00

Fire Drill

4/19

CCDC
Registration
Packets Due

4/21

Co-Op and TK
to Carmel River
State Beach

4/21
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TUITION DUE

4/25

Co-Op to MY
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4/26

UPCOMING:
Teacher
Appreciation

5/1 –
5/5

Family Fun Day

5/21
11:00

Graduation
5/31
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Visual and Performing Arts in Infant Toddler Rooms
By: Holly
Visual and Performing Arts are as natural to young children’s lives as language and play are. The
arts build skills such as problem solving, critical thinking, communication, social skills and language
development.
According to the California Preschool
Learning Foundations there are four domains
that consist in the area of Visual and
Performing Arts: Dance, Music, Visual Art, and
Drama
Dance introduces movement in rhythm
and in tempo, and provides a joyful way to
develop large motor skills, coordination,
fitness, and balance. Dance also fosters
imagination, language development, social
skills, and expressiveness. In Room 3 at
Carmelo you will often see children dancing in the classroom. A variety of music plays in the classroom
during free exploration time. The children have access to colorful scarves to move around with and
musical instruments are available as well.
The use of voice, movement, and simple
instruments allow children to discover music in
a personally meaningful way. Music’s melodic
and rhythmic pattern provides exercise to the
brain and helps develop memory. In the Infant
room teachers sing simple instructions to help
promote connection and understanding. They
may sing simple and silly songs like “time to lift
your arms to put on your shirt” this kind of sing
song language can be applied to anything that
goes on in a child’s day, but it’s fun and social at
the same time as well as developing memory.
Simple and catchy songs will get a young child’s
attention faster than a verbal direction. In Room
3, the Toddler class we sing to clean-up, we sing
before snack, we sing while washing hands. We
sing all day long, not just at circle time. The teachers often hear children making up their own songs
during play. A variety of music plays in the classroom. Musical instruments are available for the children
in the classroom. Music is a creative experience that involves expression of feelings. Young children
often do not have the language to express themselves and needs positive ways to release their
emotions and music provides this for them. Music is a social activity which also provides meaningful
interaction with peers. In Room 3, this year we were lucky to have parents come into the classroom and
perform for us.
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Jason Mass-Baldwin (Arlo and Maise’s dad) played
his guitar and sang songs with our class. Erinn BarcaHall (Tevan and Edith’s mom) brought her River
School Elementary choir to perform songs to the
younger wing of Carmelo. These shared experiences
are very special.

Visual Art experience helps children develop skills such
as critical thinking, self-expression, communication and
collaboration. While exploring with paint at the easel the
children have the opportunity to not only express themselves
through creativity, but it also supports our focus as teachers, on
vocabulary development, learning colors, shapes, textures, and
strengthening hands for pre-writing. The children’s art work is
displayed in the classroom allowing them to become a part of a

collaborative community. At Carmelo our
curriculum supports many opportunities
to explore with glue, paint, stamps, corks,
crayons, markers and fingers on a daily
basis. The children are also exposed to
and inspired by famous artwork on the
walls of the classroom.
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Dramatic play can be defined as a type of play where children accept and assign roles, and then
act them out. Dramatic play is an integral part of developmental learning process by allowing children to
develop skills in such areas as abstract thinking, literacy, math and social interactions. In many
classrooms the dramatic play area has traditionally been centered in the “house area”. However, when
we actually watch children play, we see them reinventing scenes that they are familiar with. We see a
lot of teacher role playing in Room 3. The children like to play teacher and conduct circle time.
Although the house area is one of the favorite areas of the classroom we have a second
dramatic play area, The Home Depot. Children are learning their roles in The Home Depot because the
teachers spent time scaffolding the roles for the children. Overtime the teachers scaffold less and less in
The Home Depot area which allows the children to interact with their peers staying in their roles
without the teacher being there. Eventually, The Home Depot dramatic play area will change. We will
follow the interest of the children and change the area when necessary.
The four domains reflect the
many ways in which young children
experience the joys of learning,
creativity, self-expression, and playful
exploration. The arts provide varied
and meaningful opportunities for
children to engage in that contribute
to their development.
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Visual and Performing Arts in Rooms 1 & 2
By: Angie
We know that "art," understood as spontaneous creative play, is what young children naturally
do—singing, dancing, drawing, and role-playing. We also know that the arts engage all the senses and
involve a variety of learning modalities including
kinesthetic, auditory, and visual. When teachers
engage and encourage children in arts activities on a
regular basis from early in life, they are laying the
foundation for—and even helping wire children's
brains for—successful learning.
Art motivates and engages children in
learning, stimulates memory, facilitates
understanding, enhances symbolic communication,

promotes relationships, and provides an avenue
for building competence. Art stimulates and
develops imagination and critical thinking, and refines cognitive and creative skills. It has a tremendous
impact on the developmental growth of every child and has proven to help level the "learning field"
across socio-economic boundaries. It also strengthens problem-solving and critical-thinking skills,
adding to overall academic achievement and school success. Art can help develops a sense of
craftsmanship, quality task performance, and goal-setting—skills needed to succeed in the classroom
and beyond.
Art teaches children life skills
such as developing an informed
perception, articulating a vision,
learning to solve problems and make
decisions, building self-confidence
and self-discipline, developing the
ability to imagine what might be, and
accepting responsibility to complete
tasks from start to finish. It nurtures
important values, including teambuilding skills, respecting alternative
viewpoints, and appreciating and
being aware of different cultures and
traditions.
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Dance helps build motor control, body relationships, and a sense of direction. Drawing, sculpting, and
other visual arts develop spatial acuity. Group activities, such as learning dance steps or singing songs,
build social skills.
As children describe people and things in their world using pictures, body movements, and
mime, they enhance their descriptive, nonverbal, cognitive capabilities. Repeating stories, poems, and
songs strengthens memory. Even the art supplies children choose for their work reflects their approach
to process and outcomes.
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Visual and Performing Arts in Older Wing
By: Gina
One of the greatest joys in working with young children is being able to witness to their creative
expression. With little abandon, young children often break out in song, dance and drama.
Young children do this individually and with others. They perform at any time of day, out loud on a
make-believe stage, or privately in the bathroom and on their nap mats. At Carmelo, not only do we
appreciate these
expressions, but we also
teach the children how to
use song, dance, drama
and art to learn new skills,
remember on purpose,
and regulate their own
behavior.
During a typical
day at Carmelo, songs and
finger plays are used to
help refocus children’s
attention. A song may
help us gather for circle
time or transition to
washing our hands.
Singing together helps us
remember information
such as singing the
Alphabet song or singing a
song about the seasons. Children also make up their own songs, playing with rhyme, volume, and
tempo. We listen to many different types of music throughout the day.
This year our generous CPO purchased new
record players for Room 4-5 so that we can enjoy a set of
records that Miss Debbie has really enjoyed throughout
her years of teaching. The set of records include songs
that encourage movement while learning. We recently
received some new drums for our play yard as well and
often bring out instruments for the children to use with or
without additional music from the boom box.
Dramatic Play is the most important focus of our
curriculum at Carmelo. We know that young children
learn best through play. While acting out scenarios in
Dramatic Play children are learning to stay in character for
longer periods of time. Through Drama children find out
not only what it means to be or do something in a pretend
situation, but also how to put themselves in the shoes of
another character and can come away with a growing
understanding of the behavior and motivation of other
people. Recently in Room 4-5, the dramatic play
curriculum has been centered around a “Pet Adoption
Center”, a “Groomer”, and a “Veterinarian's office”. The
children are not only working on their social and emotional development. They are writing when they
need to fill out forms to adopt a pet. They are writing numbers to make price tags for the pets, or to
count the money in the cash register.
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In Room 7 the children have been involved in a travel theme. The children visit a pretend
airport, pass through security and ride in a plane. Working with letters and numbers in a play situation
when the purpose is meaningful to the child will result in more knowledge than simply working with
flashcards to remember facts.
Art supplies on the older-wing are always available indoors and outdoors. At Carmelo children
often have the opportunities to explore mediums in different ways. They have had experience with
different types of paint, different types of clay, and different types of writing utensils. They have
explored recycled materials and worked with wire. Art is not a time to create an exact replica of
something that the teacher has
modeled. Instead art supplies are
used for creative expression or to
record information such as a
representational drawing of an
insect or plant in the science area.
Children also draw themselves
everyday as a way to record and
remember their dramatic play plan.
Their drawings are becoming more
and more detailed.
We hope that our students
leave Carmelo with a yearning for
more artistic exploration, an
appreciation of music, and the
curiosity to make more. We hope
that our students will continue to
break out in song when they are
inspired and hope that they have developed compassion, empathy, and the ability to regulate their
emotions and behaviors in play.
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Visual and Performing Arts in Co-op Preschool
By: Tracey
Visual and performing arts are incorporated into the learning that takes place at co-op
preschool. Children have a puppet stage and enjoy putting on puppet shows for each other. They have a
dress up area and like to explore new roles as they act
out scenes for one another. A box of musical
instruments is always fun for them to explore and of
course they can always create their own instrument
from whatever they can find or bring. Finally, they
explore tempo as they learn to draw faster and slower
based on the speed of the music that is playing inside of
the classroom. Whatever the area that the children are
exploring, they are having fun learning about the visual
and performing arts through the media that they
explore.
Some of their favorite activities involve
exploration and discovery. Nothing is quite as exciting as
figuring out how various instruments make noise and how the noises are similar and different.
Sometimes they are beating away at a drum set while a wonderful parent volunteer teaches them about
rhythm and beat. Other times they are shaking a tambourine, tapping out notes on a xylophone, or
shaking some maracas.
Then there are the created instruments that they invent
as they learn to change toys into new musical instruments and
discover what sounds they can make. Whatever instrument they
choose, there is always an amazing parent volunteer there to help
them learn about it and teach them how to make music with it
and with everyone else. Along with this teamwork and friendship
building, perhaps the most amazing thing for them is learning the
various instruments make different sounds, and with a little
practice, they can make them make great music too.
Another activity that they enjoy is an imitation game in
which they have to do what a leader does. Through imitation,
they learn rhythm and beat by clapping, tapping, hopping, and
jumping. They learn how to use their voice to remind themselves
what to do so they can accurately follow the leader. They also
learn the value of rhythm and how to keep pace with the rest of
their classmates. Despite all this fun, however, nothing quite compares to the joy of music. They enjoy
creating it with instruments and dancing to it from songs on CDs. They love to draw and use the tempo
to help control the speed of their artwork. The faster the music plays, the faster they get to draw and
the more excited that they are. Music and imitation are a fun way to learn about the arts.
Finally, nothing compares to their own imaginations and creativity when it comes to learning
about visual and performing arts. There is always the joy of creativity in drawing, painting, gluing, and
cutting. There is something magical about inventing a story and characters, then going to act that
situation out during their one hour play block. There is always fun involved when they are putting on
shows for others. Sometimes it's a puppet show, other times they dress up and become actors and
actresses that demand an audience. Some plays are small, only one child and one audience member, but
others can include many children, or even a circle of children as an audience. Whatever the performance
or the art that has been created - the children have enjoyed learning about it and doing it hands on as
they grow and learn at preschool.
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Carmelo School’s ZERO WASTE WEEK CHALLENGE BEGINS APRIL 3!
This is a time that school children around the US focus on eliminating
MARINE DEBRIS that can reach the rivers and ocean and stay there!
Greenhouse gases are also reduced by saying
NO to SINGLE USE PACKAGING.

YOU can participate and your help is needed! The TK and Parent Pre-school Co-op will be
counting these items in snack and lunches from April 3-7. We will send the results of our
audits to the NOAA’s Office of Marine Sanctuaries.
Will you please eliminate these items from your child’s snack and lunch?
Plastic containers: Yoghurt & fruit cups, juice boxes & pouches of any kind?

AND consider these alternatives?
Bulk yoghurt & snacks foods, served in reusable containers?
Water in your NEW Ocean Guardian canteen, and fresh fruit or vegetable slices?

WE THANK YOU!
Tracey, Paula and TK and Co-Op Children
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CARMELO PARENT ORGANIZATION
CPO 2016-2017

Spring 2017

Upcoming Events
FRIDAY COFFEE at Carmelo
March 31, 2017 during morning drop-off
Enjoy coffee on us.
REMARKABLE RAFFLE IS COMING Watch for
more information regarding our Annual Raffle. We will
have the following prizes and more:

The 2016-17 CPO Officers are retiring at the end of
Spring Semester. The following new CPO Officers
candidates will be voted on at the April 5th CPO
meeting.

President – Stacy Scherling
Vice President – Kate Harrington
Treasurer – Russell Albright
Secretary – Jen Henry
The Lion’s Club and the Carmel Adult School Co-op
PreSchool at Carmelo will be hosting “Pancake
Breakfast in Bunnyland”on April 15th. A portion of the
proceeds will go to the Carmel Adult School Co-op
Preschool at Carmelo. Please see flyer, which will come
from Sandy at the Co-op, for details.
Feel free to be in touch any time via email to Kim
DeRenzo at kderenzo@gmail.com or call Laura Dunn at
624-8047 x 12.

Disneyland Trip
Adult Staycation
Family Staycation
Sierra Nevada Vacation
OPEN HOUSE at Carmelo
April 5, 2017 from 6:00 – 7:00 pm
CPO Meeting at 5:00/Open House at 6:00
TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK
May 1 – May 5, 2017
CPO, parent coordinators, and parents help show
appreciation to Carmelo teachers and staff.
FAMILY FUN DAY at Carmel Valley Park
May 21, 2017 from 11:00 – 2:00 pm
REMARKABLE RAFFLE will be held at 1:00
GRADUATION
May 31, 2017 at 11:00
More details to come.
CPO MEETING
April 5, 2017 at 5:00 pm
Join the CPO the second Wednesday of each month
at 5:00 at Carmelo. Dinner and childcare provided.
Upcoming CPO meetings:

4/5/17

5/3/17

Please join us for the CPO meeting on April 5th at 5:00.
Dinner and childcare is provided. See you there! Open
House will follow the meeting from 6:00 – 7:00.
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